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Abstract: The paper considers a technique for ordering objects that are described 
with many quantitative and/or qualitative attributes and may exist in several 
copies. Such multi-attribute objects may be represented as multisets or sets with 
repeating elements. Object ordering is based on the theory of multiset metric 
spaces and applied to ranking enterprises, which are estimated differently by
several decision makers/experts under multiple criteria.  

1   Introduction 

Traditionally in economic analysis, the business activity and enterprises’ positions of in 
any market sector are evaluated with various economical, financial, organizational, 
operational, and other indicators. Some of indicators are estimated by experts, whereas 
the others have to be measured or calculated [GO01]. A list of indicators and their 
values depend on the aim of analysis. Often in real-life situations, one needs to compare 
and arrange enterprises from the best to the worst by their activity indicators. Ranking 
enterprises, which are estimated differently by several experts under multiple criteria, is 
one of the main decision aiding problems. But how to solve this problem when manifold 
indicators describe an enterprise activity and a convolution of numerical and/or verbal 
estimates is either impossible or mathematically incorrect. 

Let A={A1,...,An} be a collection of n objects (enterprises, companies, etc) which are 
evaluated under m quantitative and/or qualitative criteria Q1,Q2,...,Qm. For example, in 
the case of ranking enterprises, an enterprise activity is evaluated as follows: Q1.Total
profit; Q2.Gross sales; Q3.Net sales; Q4.Number of projects; Q5.Project importance; 
Q6.Number of employees; Q7.Professional skills of staff, and so on. Different criteria 

1 This work is partially supported by the Russian Academy of Sciences, projects of Scientific Programs ”Basic 
Problems of Informatics and Information Technologies”, “Bases of Information Technologies and Systems”, 
the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, projects 04-01-00290, 05-01-00666, 06-07-89352.  
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may have different relative importance (weights) in various problem situations. A scale 
of criterion estimates Qs={qs

1, qs
2,…, qs

hs}, s=1,…,m may be discrete or continuous. 
Qualitative estimates are nominative or ordinal. Ordinal estimates are supposed to be 
ordered from the best to the worst as qs

1Iqs
2I…Iqs

hs. Thus, the scale of the criterion 
Q7.”Professional skills of staff” may look as follows: 

q7
1 – a staff with a very high qualification level and experience; 

q7
2 – a staff with a high qualification level and experience; 

q7
3 – a staff with a medium qualification level and experience; 

q7
4 – a staff with a small qualification level and experience. 

Sometimes, for a simplicity and convenience of object’s evaluation and comparison, it is 
useful to transform a quantitative continuous scale into a qualitative discrete scale with a 
small number of grades. For instance, the criterion scale Qs may be the following: qs

1 – 
very large (high); qs

2 – large (high); qs
3 – medium; qs

4 – small. On the other hand, verbal 
estimates are never converted in numerical ones.

When an enterprise Ai is evaluated several times (for instance, monthly) or by several 
experts, a description of enterprise activity consists of many different quantitative and/or 
qualitative estimations qs

es�Qs, es=1,…,hs. And these estimations may be repeated within 
the description and be diverse, inconsistent and even contradictory. Various methods for 
ranking multi-attribute objects have been developed [KS72], [Mi80], [HY81], [ZZG84],
[PS94], [Roy96], [LM97]. But the most of methods operates with numerical attributes 
and don’t pay attention to a discordance of objects’ descriptions. So, special techniques 
are to be elaborated for ranking multi-attribute objects with peculiarities of such kinds. 

In the paper, a method for ordering multi-attribute objects that are described with 
inconsistent and contradictory verbal attributes is considered. Multi-attribute objects are 
represented as multisets or sets with repeating elements and arranged by their closeness 
with regard to any “ideal” object in a multiset metric space [Pe94], [Pe03a,b]. The 
suggested technique is applied to a practical problem of ranking enterprises [Who00]. 

2   Problems of ranking multi-attribute objects 

Let us discuss some of ranking techniques. Direct sorting objects is very popular due to 
its simplicity for a human being. Every object, which is estimates under a numerical 
criterion, is assigned one of the given classes immediately. In the case of several 
persons, the final ordering objects is more complicate and to be constructed by the 
Kemeny median or weighted averages, if a concordance of estimates is acceptable 
[KS72].  

Binary relations are widely used for an objects’ arrangement. In the pairwise 
comparisons, the final ordering objects will be complete if all pairs of objects are 
comparable, and decision maker/expert’s preferences are transitive. If objects are 
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incomparable, then ordering will be partial. In the case of multiple criteria and/or several 
persons, a set of comparison matrixes will be very large. So, the final arrangement of 
objects by processing matrixes is rather difficult [HY81]. 

Ranking objects may be made according to their ranks r1�r2�…�rk, where the rank 
value is calculated or evaluated by decision maker/expert. In the case of one criterion 
and a small collection of objects, an objects’ arrangement is not so difficult for a human 
being The more a number of objects, criteria and persons, the more complicate and hard 
a procedure of ranking due to persons’ errors and inconsistencies [Mi80], [LM97].  

In order to overcome complexities and contradictions of such kinds, the other techniques 
are elaborated. In ELECTRE methods [Roy96], objects are compared and arranged by 
the outranking relation based on the special indexes of concordance and discordance. In 
ZAPROS methods [LM97], the so-called joint ordered scales are constructed for an 
objects’ arrangement. The special procedures are used to elicit decision maker’s 
preferences, to check out assessments’ transitivity, and to correct possible 
contradictions. 

In the techniques mentioned above, the final ordering objects is being found by an 
aggregation or concordance of various estimates. But often in real applied problems, 
expert’s judgments are inconsistent and may be contradictory, for instance, when several 
experts estimates objects independently under multiple criteria. So, one is in need of 
method for ranking multi-attribute objects that incorporates different individual 
estimates of all persons simultaneously without a compromise between them. 

3   Multi-attribute object representation 

Usually a multi-attribute object Ai is represented as a vector or cortege qi=(qi1
e1,…,qim

em)
in the Cartesian space of attributes Q=Q1u…uQm, where Qs={qs

es} is a continuous or 
discreet scale of s-th attribute. As discussed above, if one and the same object Ai is 
evaluated k times or by k experts, then this object may be represented as a collection of k
vectors {qi

(1),…,qi
(k)}. Here qi

(j)=(qi1
e1(j),…,qim

em(j)), j=1,…,k is a j-th copy of object Ai.
The collection of vectors is to be considered as a whole in spite of a possible 
incomparability of separate vectors qi

(j). Such complex collection has an 
overcomplicated structure that is very difficult for an analysis. For instance, in group 
decisions [HY81], a collection of k vectors {qi

(1),…,qi
(k)} is replaced usually by one 

vector that aggregates all of vectors. And properties of all initial vectors qi
(1),…, qi

(k) will 
be lost. 

Now, instead of the space Q=Q1u…uQm, let us consider a set G=Q18...8Qm, which 
consists of m attribute groups Qs={qs

1, qs
2,…, qs

hs}, s=1,…,m. The set G characterizes 
the object properties. So, an object Ai may be represented as the following set of many 
repeating attributes or multiset over the domain G:
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Ai = {kAi(q1
1)ƕq1

1,…,kAi(q1
h1)ƕq1

h1,…,kAi(qm
1)ƕqm

1,…, kAi(qm
hm)ƕqm

hm}.   (1) 

Here kA(qs
es) is a number of attribute qs

es occurrence within the description of object Ai
that is denoted by the sign ƕ.

New types of operations with multisets (see Appendix) allow us to combine an object 
description by various ways. For instance, the description of object Ai may be
aggregated as an addition Ai=¦jAi

(j), union Ai=8jAi
(j) or intersection Ai=,jAi

(j) of multisets 
Ai

(j), which represent the object copies. The multiset Ai may be also formed as a linear 
combination of corresponding multisets Ai=¦jbj•Ai

(j), Ai=8jbj•Ai
(j) or Ai=,jbj•A(j)

i, bj>0.
When the object description is formed as a multiset addition, all properties of the object 
copies (all values of attribute) are combined, and kA(qs

es) is equal to a number of times 
that the attribute qs

es has been evaluated by experts. In the case of union or intersection 
of multisets, the best properties (maximal values of attribute) or the worth properties 
(minimal values of attribute) of the individual object copies are intensified. The 
theoretical model of multisets is very appropriated to represent and analyze a collection 
of objects that are described with many inconsistent attributes. 

4   Ordering multi-attribute objects 

When an activity of company Ai is represented as a multiset (1) the problem of ordering 
multi-attribute objects is transformed into the problem of ordering multisets. The simplest 
way for ordering multisets is a multiset arrangement by a binary relation of inclusion. In 
this case, an i-th object Ai is better than a j-th object Aj (AiIAj), if the inclusion Ai�Aj is 
fulfilled for corresponding multisets. The last statement is equal to the condition 
kAi(qs

es)!kAj(qs
es) for all attribute values qs

es�G. But this option appears very seldom in 
practice, because usually the most of such multi-attribute objects are incomparable.

Let us consider now multi-attribute objects as points of multiset metric space (A,d), for 
instance, with the Hamming-type distance d11(A,B)=m(AǻB) (see Appendix). In our
case, the distance d11(A,B) may be written in the following form

d11(A,B) =¦  
m
s sw1 ¦  

s
s

h
e |1 kA(qs

es)�kB(qs
es)|,

where ws!0 is a relative importance of the criterion Qs. If all criteria are equally 
important, then all ws=1.

Let us determine two objects (possibly, not existent really) that have the highest and the 
lowest estimates by all criteria Qs: the best one Amax and the worst one Amin. These 
objects may be represented as the following two multisets: 

Amax = {kƕq1
1,0,…,0,  kƕq2

1,0,…,0,…,  kƕqm
1,0,…,0},

Amin = {0,…,0,kƕq1
h1, 0,…,0,kƕq2

h2,…, 0,…,0,kƕqm
hm},
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where k is the total number of times or experts, who estimate objects. The multisets Amax
and Amin are named as the reference points in the multiset space (A,d).

Objects will be compared and arranged with respect to their closeness to the best object 
Amax. An object Ai is said to be better then an object Aj (AiIAj), if a multiset Ai is more 
close to the multiset Amax, that is d11(Amax,Ai)�d11(Amax,Aj). All objects are arranged by 
values of their distances from the best object Amax. If d11(Amax,Ai)=d11(Amax,Aj) for certain 
objects Ai and Aj, then these objects will be equivalent or incomparable. So the obtained 
descending arrangement will be nonstrict and partial. 

While each object Ai is estimated by k experts under all m criteria, it’s easy to show that 
the distance between multisets Amax and Ai may be rewritten as: 

d11(Amax, Ai) = 2¦  
m
s sw1 [k�kAi(qs

1)]. 

Now, the condition for objects’ comparisons looks as follows: an object Ai is better then 
an object Aj (AiIAj), if SAi

1!SAj
1. Here SAi

1=¦swskAi(qs
1) is the weighted sum of the first 

(best) objects’ estimates by all criteria Qs.

Equalities d11(Amax,Ai1)=…=d11(Amax,Ait) may exist for some objects Air, r=1,…t. In this 
case, we have a partial ordering objects Ai1,…,Ait within the group. In order to arrange 
these equivalent or incomparable objects from the best to the worst, one may find the 
weighted sums SAir

2=¦swskAir(qs
2) of the second objects’ estimates by all criteria Qs. So, 

an object Aiu is better then an object Aiv, if SAiu
2!SAiv

2. If sums SAir
2 will be equal for some

objects Airp within the subgroup, then these objects are to be ordered from the best to the 
worst by the values of weighted sum SAirp

3=¦swskAirp(qs
3) of the third objects’ estimates 

by all criteria Qs. This procedure is being repeated until all objects of collection 
A={A1,...,An} will be ordered.

An ascending arrangement of multi-attribute objects with respect to their closeness to the
worst object Amin is constructed analogously. An object Ai is said to be better then an 
object Aj (AiIAj), if a multiset Ai is more far from the multiset Amin, that is 
d11(Amin,Ai)!d11(Amin,Aj). As above, the objects Ai and Aj will be equivalent or 
incomparable, if d11(Amin,Ai)=d11(Amin,Aj). Note that ordering objects with respect to the 
best and to the worst ones may be diverse. The final ordering will be constructed as a 
combination of the descending and ascending arrangements. 

5   Conclusion 

In this paper, we have suggested the simple and transparent tool for group multicriteria 
decision aiding. This technique for ordering multi-attribute objects, when several copies 
of objects may exist, is based on the theory of multiset metric spaces. The multiset 
approach allows us to discover, present and utilize the available information that is 
contained in the verbal descriptions of objects, to analyze the obtained results and their 
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peculiarities, especially for inconsistencies of objects’ properties and contradictions of 
decision maker’s preferences. Underline once more that qualitative (verbal) attributes 
are not transformed in or replaced by any quantitative (numerical) ones as, for instance, in
MAUT and TOPSIS methods [HY81], and in fuzzy set theory [ZZG84].

The method described here was applied to rating Russian companies that work in the 
area of information and telecommunication technologies [Who00]. 50 experts estimated 
about 50 companies under dozen multiple criteria. 30 companies were selected as the 
leading high-tech companies, 10 companies as the mostly dynamic developing 
companies, and 10 companies as the leading developers of software. 

Appendix.  Basis notions of multiset theory

A multiset (also called a bag) is the known notion in combinatorial mathematics. Let us 
review briefly a theory of multisets and multiset metric spaces [Kn69], [Ya86], 
[Pe03a,b]. A multiset A drawn from a crisp set G={x1,x2,...,xj,...} with different elements,
which is called a domain, is defined as a collection of elements’ groups  

A={kA(x1)ƕx1, kA(x2)ƕx2,…}={(kA(ɯ)ƕx)|x�G, kA�Z+}.

Here kA:GoZ+={0,1,2,…} is called a counting function of multiset, which defines the
number of times that the element xi�G occurs in the multiset A, and this is indicated with 
the symbol ƕ. A multiset Ⱥ becomes an ordinary set when kA(ɯ)=FA(ɯ), where FA(ɯ)=1, if 
x�Ⱥ, and FA(ɯ)=0, if x�Ⱥ. The cardinality |Ⱥ|=6xkA(ɯ) and dimensionality /Ⱥ/=6xFA(ɯ) of 
the finite multiset Ⱥ are defined as a total number of all element copies, and as a total 
number of different elements. The maximal value of the counting function 
altA=maxx�GkA(ɯ) is called a height of the multiset A, and a crisp set SuppA={x|x�G,
FSuppA(ɯ)=FȺ(ɯ)} is named as a support set of the multiset A. The multiset is called the 
empty multiset ��, if k�(x)=0, and the maximal multiset Z, if kZ(ɯ)=maxA�A kA(ɯ), �x�G.
We shall call the multiset A[h] constant if kA[h](x)=h=const, �x�A[h]. So the empty 
multiset �� is the constant multiset A[0] of the height 0, and any crisp set A, including the 
domain G, and support sets, is the constant multiset A[1] of the height 1. 

Consider the rules for comparing multisets. Multisets Ⱥ and ȼ are said to be equal (Ⱥ=ȼ)
if kA(ɯ)=kB(ɯ), �x�G. For equal multisets we have |Ⱥ|=|ȼ|, /A/=/B/, altA=altȼ,
SuppA=SuppB. Multisets Ⱥ and ȼ are called equicardinal if |Ⱥ|=|ȼ|; equidimensional if
/A/=/B/; and equivalued if multisets are equicardinal and equidimensional. The equal 
multisets are equivalued. The converse is invalid, in general. We say that multiset ȼ is 
contained or included in a multiset Ⱥ (ȼ�Ⱥ) if kȼ(ɯ)dkȺ(ɯ), �x�G. Then the multiset ȼ
is called a submultiset of the multiset Ⱥ, and the multiset Ⱥ is called an overmultiset of 
the ȼ. Obviously, |ȼ|d|Ⱥ|, /ȼ/d/Ⱥ/, altȼdaltȺ, SuppB�SuppA.

Multisets Ⱥ and ȼ are said to be homogeneously equivalent or S-equivalent (Ⱥӻȼ), if 
their support sets coincide SuppA=SuppB, and there exists a one-to-one correspondence 
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f between the multiset components of the same name: kȼ(ɯ)=f(kȺ(ɯ)), �x�G. Multisets Ⱥ
and ȼ are said to be heterogeneously equivalent or D-equivalent (Ⱥ§ȼ), if their support 
sets are equivalent SuppA~SuppB or equal, and there exists a one-to-one correspondence 
f between the multiset components of different names: kȼ(ɯi)=f(kȺ(ɯj)), xi,xj�G. Here f is 
an integer-valued function with the range Z+. The S- and D-equivalent multisets are
equidimensional /ȼ/=/Ⱥ/, their heights are connected as altȼ=f(altȺ). One of two S-
equivalent multisets is always a submultiset of the other, but this statement is invalid for
D-equivalent multisets. D-equivalent multisets can be transformed into S-equivalent 
multisets by renaming the elements ɯioɯj in one of the multisets. Special cases of S-
equivalency are equal multisets; shifted multisets, for which kȼ(ɯ)=kȺ(ɯ)+s; and stretched 
or proportional multisets, for which kȼ(ɯ)=qkȺ(ɯ), st0, qt1 are integers. Any constant 
multiset A[h] is a multiset that is shifted by h�1 units, or stretched by h times with respect 
to its support set SuppA[h]. A special case of D-equivalency is equicomposed multisets
with equal heteronymous components kA(ɯi)=kB(ɯj), xi,xj�G. Equal multisets are
equicomposed, whereas the converse is invalid.  

The following operations with multisets are defined:

union  A8B = {kA8B (x)ƕx | kA8B (x)=max(kA(x), kB(x))};
intersection  A,B = {kA,B (x)ƕx | kA,B (x)=min(kA(x), kB(x))};
arithmetic addition    A+B = {kA+B(x)ƕx _ kA+B(x)=kA(x)+kB(x)};
arithmetic subtraction   A�B = {kA�B(x)ƕx _ kA�B(x)=kA(x)�kAŀB (x)};
symmetric difference    A'B = {kA'B(x)ƕx _ kA'B(x)=|kA(x)�kB(x)|};
complement A = Z–A = { )(xkA ƕx | )(xkA =kZ(x)–kA(x)};

multiplication by a scalar    b•A = {kb•A(x)ƕx _ kb•A(x)=b�kA(x), t�N};
arithmetic multiplication   Ⱥ•ȼ = {kȺ•ȼ(x)ƕx _ kȺ•ȼ(x) = kA(x)�kB(x)};
raising to an arithmetic power   Ⱥɩ = {kAn(x)ƕx _ kAn(x) = (kA(x))ɩ};
direct product AuB = {kAuBƕ(xi, xj)| kAuB=kA(xi)�kB(xj), xi�A, xj�B};

raising to a direct power   (uA)n = {k(uAn)ƕ(x1,…,xɩ) | k(uAn)=�
 

n

i
iA xk

1
)( , xi�A}.

Linear combinations of union, intersection, arithmetic addition, multiplication, and 
direct product with a multiplication by a scalar are determined as follows:  

8i�I (bi•Ai), ,i�I (bi•Ai), Ȉi�I (bi•Ai), Ȇi�I (bi•Ai),   (b1•A1)u…u(bn•An).

There exists a duality of operations with multisets that likes de Morgan laws for sets:

BABA ,8  , BABA 8,  ;

BA� = A �B= B �Ⱥ, BA� = A +B, A � B =B�Ⱥ.

Some properties of operations, which exist for sets, are absent for multisets. And new
properties of operations that have no analogues for sets arise simultaneously, for 
instance,
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A+ A =Z, Z� A =A, A� A z��, A8 A zZ, A, A z�.

In general, the operations of arithmetic addition, multiplication by a scalar, arithmetic 
multiplication, and raising to arithmetic powers are not defined in the theory of sets. 
Analogues of these operations may be operations with vectors a+b=(a1+b1,…,an+bn),
h�a=(ha1,…,han), and matrixes Ⱥ+ȼ=||aij+bij||mun, h�Ⱥ=||h�aij||mun, Ⱥ�ȼ=||aij�bij||mun. The 
last operation is different from a traditional matrix multiplication. The operation of 
multiset selection suggested in [Ya86] is a special case of multiset arithmetic
multiplication, where one of the factors is an ordinary set. When multisets are reduced to
sets, the operations of arithmetic multiplication and raising to arithmetic powers 
degenerate into a set intersection, but the operations of set arithmetic addition and set 
multiplication by a scalar will be impracticable.  

Different classes of metric spaces (A,d) on a multiset family A have the following 
distances:

d1p(A,B)=[m(AǻB)]1/p; d2p(A,B)=[m(AǻB)�m(Z)]1/p; d3p(A,B)=[m(AǻB)�m(A8B)]1/p,

where p!0 is integer. A measure m of multiset A is a real-valued non-negative function 
that is defined on the algebra L(Z) of multisets. A measure of multiset has a properties of 
strong additivity m(¦iAi)=¦im(Ai); weak additivity m(8iAi)=¦im(Ai) for Ai,Aj=�; weak 
monotonicity m(A)dm(B)�A�B; continuity 

foi
lim m(Ai)=m(

foi
lim Ai); symmetry

m(A)+m( A )=m(Z); elasticity m(b•A)=bm(A); and m(�)=0. Note that due to the 
continuity of the multiset measure, the distance d3p(A,B) is not defined for A=B=�. So, 
d3p(�,�)=0 by the definition.  

The measure of multiset A may be determined in the various ways, for instance, as a 
linear combination of counting functions: m(A)=¦iwikA(xi), wi>0. In this case, the 
distances are as follows: 

d1ɪ(A,B) =
p/

Gx
iBiAi

i

|xkxk|w
1

)()( ¸
¸
¹

·
¨
¨
©

§
�¦

�
;  

d2p(A,B) =
p/

Gx
iBiAi

i

|xkxk|'w
1

)()( ¸
¸
¹

·
¨
¨
©

§
�¦

�
, w'i=1/ ¦

 

h

j
jw

1
;  

d3p(A,B) =

p/

Gx
iBiAi

Gx
iBiAi

i

i

xk,xkw

|xkxk|w
1

)]()(max[

)()(

¸
¸
¸

¹

·

¨
¨
¨

©

§ �

¦

¦

�

� .  

The distance d1ɪ(A,B) is a Hamming-type distance between objects, which is traditional 
for many applications. The distance d2ɪ(A,B) characterizes a difference between two 
objects related to common properties of all objects as a whole. And the distance d3ɪ(A,B)
reflects a difference related to properties of only both objects. For any fixed p, the 
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metrics d1ɪ and d2ɪ are the continuous and uniformly continuous functions, the metric d3ɪ
is the piecewise continuous function almost everywhere on the corresponding metric 
space. For p=1 in the case of sets, d11(A,B)=m(A'B) is called the Fréchet distance, and 
d31(A,B)=m(A'B)/m(A8B) is called the Steinhaus or biotopic distance. 
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